Data Elements

4. On the Measurement Information transaction, is the data element "Measured Volume" to be reported in McF or Dth? If it is supposed to be Dth, why is not called "Measured Quantity"?

5. Explain Location Indicator (from invoice). Please provide a detailed example.

6. Not all items on an invoice have a service code. Can codes be added for "Other" and "Not Applicable"?

7. For the data element Notice Type within System-Wide Notices, Columbia Gas needs the a code for "Capacity Discount" and one for "Market Affiliates". The "Market Affiliates" code is necessary because of Orders 497 and 566.

8. In Capacity Release, Columbia Gas needs a code added to allow the input of text for indemnification clauses. This was requested by our customers and has been included in our tariff.